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Local News
 

Captain of the Watch 
By Lord Sir Arecon 
 

Here Ye, Hear Ye, The Lord      
Mayor of Ilveresh being of sound      
mind and wisdom does now seek      
within the ranks and file of the       
commonry an single individual to     
perform tasks that shall here on be       
told and known and heralded as The       
Captain of the Watch for the town       
of Ilveresh. 
 
The tasks of the Captain of the       
Watch shall be numerous and     
binding and shall nay be conducive to       
one’s health or wellbeing. Thusly     
only the stout of hearth, the quick of        
wit, the steadfast of health need      
apply. Those individuals interested 

shall make their presence known to      
us in person and in name documented       
for record in Ilveresh at the eighth       
month festivities of year 1016TM. 
 
Dangerous Impostors 
By Korra Stonebrooke 
 

Last festival, while helping a friend      
and her family, Squire Trolic, Otis      
and I came across a band of people        
who claimed to be gypsies. These      
people, who dressed in colors and      
pretended merriment, where nothing    
but fakes! They harbored cows     
instead of the traditional gypsy     
horses that pull their vardos, which      
they also did not have. They seemed       
to make up their family name on the        
spot and were not aware of Capo  

Traxx Vittorio, a famous man in      
these lands and well known among      
the Rom. 
 
These people were wanted for     
questioning in the disappearance of     
many local halflings. At first they      
seemed friendly, but without warning     
they attacked us. They are now      
wanted for attacking and attempted     
murder of a Squire and several      
citizens of the Relm. 
 
If you see these cow toting      
impostors, report to Squire Trolic,     
Otis, myself, or a knight. Do not       
sling false accusations. Unless these     
people attack you or a citizen directly,       
do not engage with them. Alert a       
knight as soon as possible. 
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Novashan And World News
 

The Duchess of Blackshire reaffirms     
her grip! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

All hail the Duchess Sarah Kantrill      
of the Duchy of Dynforth and the       
capital city of Blackshire. In a turn       
of events, forces from County Rhodry      
Buxton of the County of Devary and       
Knights of the Crest have taken to       
the field and engaged the would be       
invasion forces of the Princedom of      
Novashan. 
 
The morning saw a fog that lay       
thick across the open plains south of       
the city of Biero Phane. Within the       
fog was a peculiar taste, a taste that        
fills the air when one burns wood or        
old moss. 
 
Reports of village strongholds being     
destroyed by the invasion forces are      
now well known and so the taste       
maybe left over from the destruction      
but the fog makes its true source       
unclear. Sounds of heavy horse can      
be heard as it travels the air and sky.         
Knights of the Crest engage     
horseman of the north in battle      
while the unmistaken sounds of  

sword on sword contact fill the void  
of hoof to ground. The fog clears and        
bodies can be seen strewn about. The       
day is won by Count Rhodry and the        
invasion forces that do not litter the       
ground have fled into the surround.      
A glorious day has been won indeed.       
The Duchy of Dynforth is once      
again strong and proud. Let it be       
known to those that challenge, the      
people here shall stand waiting. 
 
Duke of Scotia meets with Baroness      
of Elderbrook in an undisclosed     
location. 
By: Glen Deepfallow 
 

While reports are sketchy at this      
point in time, what is known on to us         
is the nobles involved. Duke Ian      
MacGregeor of the Duchy of Scotia      
has met with Baroness Cam     
Carslyle of the Barony of Elder      
Brook of the County of Lithcrag of       
the Duchy of Dynforth. For what      
could meeting have been about? There      
is the return of the Duchess of       
Dynforth and what her intentions     
are for the future of the area and the         
boarders with Scotia. There is the      
rising issue of the Crimson  

Brotherhood from the south. 
 
Then there is the matter of the       
invasion forces from the Princedom     
of Novashan and the troops that are       
running around terrorizing the    
countryside. 
 
Lastly we have the new treat of the        
return of the orc hordes from the       
west. 
 
With so many problems at our      
disposal one could only speculate the      
matters at hand. Or maybe it was       
just an innocent meet so that the old        
and wise Duke could take the very       
youthful and eligible Baroness for a      
ride on his Griffon mount. Locals      
close to the area have mentioned that       
the two nobles choose a semi neutral       
ground somewhere around the    
baronial capital city of Elgincourt of      
the Barony of Wildemere. 
 
Peth sees a moment of peace as the        
Crimson Brotherhood backs off! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

Almost lost to battle are the towns       
of Cazador, Laerenstaut and Villisca  
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of the Duchy of Peth. The Crimson       
Brotherhood has for now backed off      
their relentless attacks on these     
capital cities but the reason as to       
why is unknown. Perhaps they are      
redistributing their troops to focus     
on the strategic city of Karnack.      
Perhaps they were testing for weak      
points up to now and are regrouping       
for the final assaults on these towns       
or maybe the stress of constant      
engagement has grown them weary of      
battle and they are taking a breather.       
Whatever the case may be, it is       
welcome upon those that stand the      
battlements. 
 
As for the newly claimed Kingdom      
of Peth, His Royal Majesty     
Bashshar Smith has strengthened    
his hold on the lands of the County        
of Dzurmyre while the northern     
County of Baern is still in flux. 
 
The Crimson Brotherhood makes the     
region a mess and the forces of the        
Mantel and Temple Serinth are held      
at bay for now at Valvendenn. We       
here at the Mystic Quill poor or       
hearts out to the many people that       
live in that area. May life find them        
peace and prosperity again soon. 

The red tide continues its conquest of       
the southern half of the Kingdoms! 
By: Hemp Hingswitch 
 

It has been a long couple of months        
since the Crimson Brotherhood broke     
through the southern lines of the      
Kingdom and started their conquest     
northward. Since then, most of the      
capital cities that have had large      
enough populace have held their own      
but the smaller villages have been      
run down under foot. 
 
The brotherhood has advanced to a      
position just south of the capital      
cities of Karnack of the Barony of       
Caermoor in the County of Baern in       
the Duchy of Peth and Daggett of       
the County of Devary in the Duchy       
of Dynforth. Karnack’s forces are led      
by the Baroness Katrina Lyorn. 
 
The city itself stands well defended      
but it is also centered in the       
Kingdom and would be a crushing      
blow if it fell into the invaders       
hands. They may have stopped while      
they regroup for this strategic     
location. To the east stands the      
county seat at Daggett. Last reports      
place Count Rhodry Buxton north     
with the Duchess dealing with the  

invasion forces from the Princedom     
of Novashan but there is no word on        
whether or not Countess Gillian     
Pendelton remains to stand and fend      
off any would be attackers. Reports      
from the south are rare as the       
Crimson Brotherhood solidifies their    
hold on the surrounding lands. 
 
Orcs in the city of Grey Thorn, how        
can this be? 
By: Glen Deepfallow 
 

The once proud city of Grey Thorn is        
now mostly vacant. Although some     
members of the commoners still call      
this place home the recent events      
have left this town weakened and      
partly forgotten. But with all of the       
wars going on this town is also       
seated in such a way as to be        
sheltered from normally traveled    
trade routes. This is why when I got        
the reports that city dwellers have      
reported seeing orcs in the     
countryside around the city, 
 
I almost have to disbelieve their tall       
tales. The orcs from the west gates of        
Rosa Solari could not have traveled      
this far unnoticed. The forces from      
Novashan have not shown any     
different movement patterns that  
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would indicate that they have found      
such orc activities within their     
expanse of influence. For now I hope       
this remains the tall tale I believe it        
to be.  

  

 

From Our Readers
 

Disappearances 
From Madam Mist 
 

I have seen into the crystals and       
they speak to me, like the fog on a         
still night. I see an emptiness where       
life once flowed. I see water with no        
where to go. I see time standing still        
and crumbling to dust. I see swords       
of blood and iron rust. 
 
I see the waves fade away, no longer        
licking the shore. I see the end of        
light and the closing door. 
 

 
 
~The Fall of Pellanor~ 
Fortress of stone, halls lit by      
firelight, The Horde, the dark     
concealed, 
D’Kalin’s home, Thought safe in the      
night, the Morn the Queth revealed, 
They came from the wild, but strong       
stood our brothers, with arrow,  

sword and spear, To leave us this       
gift, of 10,000 tears. 
 
Barbarians came, a mighty army,     
pouring over field and stone. 
We’ve heard it said, we’ve heard the       
story, that Pellanor is gone 
But what stays in our hearts,      
remains in our memory, with story      
and with song, 
And they have been here, all along. 
 
~Chorus~ 
Silverleaf held rear guard, 
At the Fall of Pellanor, 
House D’Kalin lives evermore, 
Evermore. 
With her people spread ‘cross the      
land 
Heart to heart and Sword in hand, 
Shoulder to Shoulder we stand. 
 
Heroes Fell, enemy swarming, the     
barbaric horde 

They gave their lives, they gave them       
freely, Companions of the Rose 
But they’re raised by our song,      
remembered forever and told across     
the land 
We won’t forget, we understand 
 
~Chorus~ 
Silverleaf held rear guard, 
At the Fall of Pellanor, 
House D’Kalin lives evermore, 
Evermore. 
With her people spread ‘cross the      
land 
Heart to heart and Sword in hand, 
Shoulder to Shoulder we stand. 
Silverleaf held rear guard 
At the Fall of Pellanor, 
House D’Kalin lives evermore, 
Evermore. 
With her people spread ‘cross the      
land 
Heart to heart and Sword in hand, 
Shoulder to Shoulder we stand. 
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The card for the month of August is... 
 

The inverse Knight of Wands 

 
The Knight of Wands sets aside his       
quest for fame and glory. He is  

charismatic, energetic, and   
enthusiastic. Where he goes, people     
follow. He is confident and doesn't      
hesitate. This can lead to his      
downfall, as he can be brash and       
reckless. 
 
Inverted, the Knight of Wands can      
be pushy, unreliable, inconsistent,    
indecisive. His quest for fame can      
cause him to isolate himself from      
those around him and cause him to       
become severed from those who need      
him most. He may become     
irresponsible in the execution of the      
power he has gained, unaware or      
heedless of the collateral damage he      
is causing. 

 

 

Help Wanted
 

Here Ye, Hear Ye, The most noble       
Lord Mayor of Ilveresh is now      
seeking and recruiting individuals to     
perform tasks that are numerous and      
beyond the capabilities of the offices      
of the aforementioned noted to keep      
in check and balance. These tasks of       
note and benevolence shall be in      
ordnance to include, but by no means       
shall be limited to or shall be  

strictly prohibitive of, such things as      
guard duties, light skirmishing,    
tracking, bounty collections, magic    
displays, recently deceased disposal,    
fire watch, bardic rhetoric, town crier,      
messenger, lighting town torches at     
the appropriate hour and other such      
activities in accordance due a station      
of relevant qualified or experienced     
individuals who shall conduct  

themselves through display and    
means in accordance of the highest      
class of commonry to be an example       
to those for whom and for which       
these services shall reach out and      
impression. Those party or parties     
interested shall make their presence     
known to us in person and in name        
documented for record in Ilveresh at      
the eighth month festivities. 
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OOC News
 

Current list of Play Master staff: 
 
PM1 Nathan Niemi (aka Grendel) 
PM2 Leigh (aka Arra) 
PM Staff Dan Weiler (aka Adriel) 
PM Staff James Fragomeni (Steven 
the Healer) 
PM Staff Eric Hitt (aka Otis) 
PM Staff Tim Schafer (aka 
Aeracon) 
Advisory PM Brandon Burns (aka 
Aria) 
 
Reminder: All Players (especially 
New Players) must meet with a 
member of the Staff to have their 
physical representations 
(PHYS.REPS.) approved for use 
on-field. If unable to locate a staff 
member, immediately locate a Staff 
member on-field and inform them 
that you have a "Marshal Matter" 
and ask them to "Appraise the 
weapon for Quality". 
 
If you have any questions, concerns, 
or suggestions (or reminder of 
conversations addressing previous 
issues), please email PM1@kanar.org 
for an official response. 

Event Check-In Procedure 
When a player shows up, they are 
responsible for going through five 
different stations, which may be 
completed in any order. **New 
Players should Sign-in and meet 
with a member of the Board of 
Directors 
 
Station 1) Attain a Character 
Update from the CBD staff. 
-If no marshal is available to give a 
player their update, the player may 
still go on field with whatever skills 
they had at the previous event. 
 
Station 2) If a player’s character is 
involved in anything that would 
occur in between game events, they 
must check in with a Game Master 
or appropriate Theme Marshal before 
having their character walk onto the 
field. 
-If the appropriate marshal isn’t 
available, that player may play 
NPC’s until such time that the 
marshal is found. 
-If a player’s character is not 
involved in anything that would 
require a check in with a GM or  

Theme Marshal, they may skip this 
station. 
 
Station 3) If a player’s character 
made any items in between events, 
they must see the Economics 
Marshal to acquire their tags for the 
created items (or replacement tags). 
If no marshal is available, the player 
may go onto the field with whatever 
items they owned at the end of the 
previous event. 
-If a player’s did not create anything 
in between events, they may skip this 
station. 
 
Station 4) Go through the 
Play-Master staff to have the 
following things taken care of: 
a)A player must have all weapons 
approved for safety by a member of 
the Safety Response Team (ie, PM, 
GM, CBD, Econ, Safety Director, or 
member of the BoD) 
-If a SRT Member is not available, 
the weapon may not be used until 
such time that one is found and the 
weapon has been checked. Inform the 
SRT Member that you have a 
"Marshall Matter" or ask if they  
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would "Appraise the Weapon for 
Quality" 
b)If a player’s character is going to 
be casting any spells, they should 
first make 2 copies of their spell list. 
-One copy must be kept on their 
character at all times and available 
for marshals to check. 
-As a courtesy back-up, a second 
copy may be placed in the Spell Box, 
in the event that the first copy is 
misplaced/destroyed. 
 
Station 5) Sign-in. The binder is 
alphabetical by last name. If your 
name is not listed: go to the end of 
the list and legibly print your name 
(last name, first name) and mark the 
"First Event" box. If the "See BoD" 
box is checked, locate a member of the 
Board of Directors to ensure that 
you are up to date with your dues. If 
a player has not paid their dues, they 
must do so before setting foot onto 
the field. 
-If the player arrives during a time 
that a dues collector should be 
available, but for some reason isn’t, 
the player may play the game up 
until a collector is available. 

-Annual Registration Form (ARF) 
is available online at www.kanar.org. 
It is an acknowledgement of 
participation, a waiver, and a list of 
emergency contacts. It is required for 
participation. 

 
Attention: Learn how to swing an 
axe properly! Learn how to remove a 
tree without leaving a stump! These 
and other safety instructions / 
demonstrations can be had by seeking 
out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord Sir 
Aeracon). 

 
Attention: Learn how to rid yourself 
of those pesky OOG headaches. Never 
have to walk through town again 
itching your head with your good 
sword hand. Stop degrading your 
services by starting polite 
conversations with “In-seuth”. Come 
seek out Tim Schafer (A.K.A. – Lord 
Sir Aeracon) in game and tell us 
your best joke in character and in 
period. You will be amazed at your 
abilities once you master this art. 
You will be able to approach other 
players with confidence and ask 
simple out of game questions whilst  

not breaking immersion. Challenge 
yourself! After all, it is your game 
that is at stake. 
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